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According to preliminary results, the Slovak NPP are safe. „We did not find any issue, which 

would need urgent measures or shut-down,” said Peter Uhrík of the Slovak Nuclear Regulator 

UJD on Wednesday 14 September at a press conference. He mentioned, that the preconditions 

for completing the stress tests until 31 October are good.  

The stress tests focused on testing the safety margins of the NPP in Jaslovské Bohunice and in 

Mochovce. The goal was to find out, how the NPP manages in situation which are beyond the 

original project.  

„We tested the plant resistance against seismic events, floods, loss of heat removal, station 

black out and assessed severe accident management,” explained Uhrik.  

 

This was based on existing analyses, some new ones were additionally made.  

Among those beyond project test was one, where water from the bubbler condenser channels 

was supplied into the spent fuel pond only with gravity, no pumps were used. Another test 

involved filling the steam generators with water from a fire truck several tens of meters away 

from the reactor. Testing the own power supply for the NPP with a special turbine at the 

hydropower plant at Madunice is under preparation,” added Uhrik.  

Head of nuclear safety at UJD, Juraj Rovný, explained the first part of the stress tests as being 

analytical. This involves testing resistance against natural impacts, which cannot be tested in 

reality and therefore the assessment is based only based on analytical calculations and 

engineering judgement. The test situations are identified during the analytical phase. If 

possible, the tests are conducted in real terms, so far ten tests were done.  

All NPP are tested, also those under construction. UJD will send the final report until 

December 31 to the EU Commission. Peer review will take place on EU-level until 2012.  

Though the stress tests did no show any weaknesses in the Slovak NPP, Uhrik announced that 

certain parameters will be improved. “Basically for sure we will consider adding mobile 

diesel generators for the own power supply of the NPP. We are also considering to change the 

battery power supply to give most attention to equipment which is essential for the plant,” 

said Uhrik.  

(translation and summary based on material from the press conference and an 

article: http://www.energia.sk/clanok/jadrova/ujd-jadrove-elektrarne-predbezne-vyhoveli-

zatazovym-testom/4428/)  
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